
Respondent 
ID Collector ID Start Date End Date

If you are between the 
ages of 12 - 21, how 
safe do you feel on 
Edmonton Public 
Transit? 

Have you taken the 
ETS School 
Specials?

Do you take the regular ETS 
service (LRT, Bus, or On-
Demand)?

If you were feeling unsafe on 
transit, who would you turn to 
for help on transit?

What steps do you think 
ETS could take to make 
transit safer for young 
people like yourselves?

Do you know the 
number for Transit 
Watch?

Open-Ended Response
Open-Ended 
Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

13325783468 413946358 02/11/2022 6:29:33 PM02/11/2022 6:31:16 PMNot very Yes Bus Driver

Stop homeless from 
sleeping and smoking, 
drinking on bus No

13284325895 413946358 01/25/2022 12:02:46 PM01/25/2022 12:05:53 PM

Pretty safe. Less safe 
when I am one of one 
or two riders. No Yes. The bus driver.

Clear signage and entries 
and exits. No.

13279755254 413946358 01/23/2022 6:01:02 PM01/23/2022 6:02:05 PMSafe most of the time No Yes Bus driver Help button in bus No

13279544779 413946358 01/23/2022 3:24:18 PM01/23/2022 3:26:23 PM

I don’t like riding alone 
because I’ve had bad 
experiences with 
people fighting and 
having knives on the 
bus. No LRT and bus Call parents

Knowing someone is 
looking after people  and 
making sure they are safe. I know it is on every bus.

13279541267 413946358 01/23/2022 3:22:27 PM01/23/2022 3:24:14 PM
Perfectly safe. No 
issues with it. No Bus Bus driver No ideas No

13279538052 413946358 01/23/2022 3:18:21 PM01/23/2022 3:21:47 PM

I feel pretty safe on 
community routes with 
fewer people but on 
major routes like 4 or 8. No LRT and Bus

Driver or get off the bus at next 
stop or stay on bus to avoid 
trouble at transit centres

Drivers doing more when 
there are issues like 
people doing things that 
make passengers feel 
unsafe I’ve seen it on the bus.

13279349120 413946358 01/23/2022 11:59:51 AM01/23/2022 12:01:40 PM
Depending on the area 
decently safe Not really

I take mostly ETS Bus and On 
demand

Im not sure, I normally call a friend 
if I feel unsafe

Having more security at 
transit stations late and 
night and early mornings No

13279302030 413946358 01/23/2022 11:07:34 AM01/23/2022 11:08:50 AM
Not at all, it is scary 
always Yes Yes

The bus driver on occasion, or I 
stay on my cell phone with my 
parent

Security officers, make 
more steps, as it takes me 
25 minutes to get to my 
stop, when before it was 2 
minutes away No

13279174094 413946358 01/23/2022 8:58:10 AM01/23/2022 8:59:08 AMNever use it Nope Nope ??? Nothing. Can't fix society Nope

13278711364 413946358 01/22/2022 8:27:02 PM01/22/2022 9:10:32 PM
Fairly safe, most of the 
time yes yes

a security guard, a driver (using 
the LRT passenger alarm), or 
someone with children 

people volunteering to 
keep an eye out for 
everyone who are trained 
in non violent conflict 
resolution, first aid etc no

13278384408 413946358 01/22/2022 1:15:03 PM01/22/2022 1:19:42 PMFairly safe Yes Yes The driver
Nothing, because I don’t 
feel unsafe No

13278321811 413946358 01/22/2022 12:09:49 PM01/22/2022 12:12:19 PM92/100 No Yes Security or a peace officer I don’t know No

13277574423 413946358 01/21/2022 10:26:15 PM01/21/2022 10:30:06 PM
Not safe enough at 
times I have in the past

During times without Covid, I 
require it to commute to school

An ETS worker if they are 
available, if not maybe a 
construction worker working on 
site at a ETS Station

Less people who would 
likely to harm me, such as 
bigots and insane people. No

13275269992 413946358 01/20/2022 9:45:27 PM01/20/2022 11:44:15 PM
I feel safe but not 
always comfortable No Yes

Not sure probably another 
passenger Not sure No

13275244091 413946358 01/20/2022 11:18:22 PM01/20/2022 11:19:56 PM

Depends on the day. 
Some days very unsafe 
especially at night Yes Bus usually. Sometimes lrt

Sometimes driver but they don’t 
like to get involved so I try to act 
tough so they leave me alone

Undercover riders on risky 
routes. Like ones with high 
drug usage Yes

13275182183 413946358 01/20/2022 10:14:32 PM01/20/2022 10:17:57 PM
Very safe during day. 
Ok at night. Yes. Yes. The driver? Unsure.

Visible instructions on what 
to do when feeling unsafe, 
when to escalate, etc. No.

13275055905 413946358 01/20/2022 8:26:47 PM01/20/2022 8:28:02 PMMediocre No Yes
I have idea perhaps a stranger on 
the LRT

Have more security on 
transit No

13274976540 413946358 01/20/2022 7:28:43 PM01/20/2022 7:29:38 PMNOT SAFE AT ALL YES NO I WOULD RUN!!!
HAVE POLICE ON 
EVERY BUS NO

13272128435 413946358 01/19/2022 6:26:05 PM01/19/2022 6:27:02 PMNot safe at all. Yes Yes There is no one to turn to. Remove homeless people. Yes

13269797007 413946358 01/19/2022 12:06:49 AM01/19/2022 12:08:04 AMNot safe Yes Daily The bus driver, call police

Have more police at transit 
centres. Remove 
homeless people/ drug 
addicts

Yes. And I have used it 
several times

13269704317 413946358 01/18/2022 10:55:12 PM01/18/2022 10:57:28 PMnot very no yes

there's nobody to turn to on the lrt 
or in the buses. sometimes you're 
trapped with crazy, smelly, bad 
mannered people.

not let crazy stupid smelly 
people on the bus? teach 
people how to behave 
better? make people stop 
giving us hell? no

13269435611 413946358 01/18/2022 5:22:58 PM01/18/2022 7:16:56 PM

I do not feel same at all 
people are doing drugs 
openly and screaming 
their heads off also 
carrying knives Yes Yes I take Bus and Lrt

911 only transit staff and security 
does not do anything

More police and security 
stop treating it as a 
homeless shelter

Yes but it takes forever 
for them to do anything

13269405611 413946358 01/18/2022 6:53:20 PM01/18/2022 6:55:34 PMSafe No Yes (bus) Driver or nearby adult Not sure No

13269322970 413946358 01/18/2022 6:01:03 PM01/18/2022 6:02:34 PMSort of No Yes The driver or someone friendly

More security, cameras, 
someone else on the bus 
other than the driver at all 
times No

13269309852 413946358 01/18/2022 5:53:48 PM01/18/2022 5:54:53 PMNot at all safe Yes Tes Edmonton police service

More protection from 
police with back up from 
peace officers Yes

13269254897 413946358 01/18/2022 5:21:44 PM01/18/2022 5:22:56 PMyes no yes - i don’t know no

13268894838 413946358 01/18/2022 2:47:19 PM01/18/2022 2:48:32 PMsomewhat no yes bus driver

have more security need 
stops and in LRT stations 
especially after "rush hour" no


